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WELLINGTON, New Zealand — Five people died Saturday in New Zealand after the small charter boat they were aboard capsized, authorities say, in what may have
been a collision with a whale.

2012 10 07 small boat
More than 1,000 people crossed the English Channel in small boats the day after the total for the year exceeded 30,000, according to Government figures. The Ministry
of Defence has confirmed that 21

5 dead after boat flips from possible whale strike
TICONDEROGA, N.Y. (NEWS10) – A boat launch on Lake Champlain is set to close temporarily starting next week. The New York State Departments of Environmental
Conservation and Transportation are

more than 1,000 people cross the channel in small boats
Five people died Saturday in New Zealand after the small charter boat they were aboard capsized, authorities say, in what may have been a collision with a whale.
Another six people aboard the boat

ticonderoga boat launch to close
DENVER (AP) — The National Transportation Safety Board is investigating a small plane that buzzed low over boats on a Northern Colorado reservoir before crashing,
the board said Wednesday.

5 dead after new zealand boat flips after possible collision with whale
Shocking pictures show a completely destroyed boat which was burnt out in a suspected arson attack. The small boat parked up at Stockton's Tees Barrage was
targeted by suspected arsonists on

small plane buzzes boaters in colorado before crashing
A RECORD number of migrants have crossed the Channel in small boats this year - passing the total for the whole of 2021. The journey was made by 601 people on
Monday with an average of 32 on board

pictures show shell of boat after suspected arson attack at tees barrage as other owners warned
“You’re going to want to get out of there,” he says, just before the sea lion breaches the surface and slams down hard on the gunnel of their boat. Read Next: 10 of the
Biggest Pythons Ever

record number of migrants cross channel in small boats this year – passing 2021’s total
SAN DIEGO (KGTV) — It's fast and loud, and it's taking over the San Diego Bay. Boat races and motorsports are packing in for the San Diego Bay Fair! The San Diego
tradition has been going strong

watch an enormous sea lion nearly capsize a small fishing boat while fleeing a pod of hungry orcas
Barely three days after the unfortunate boat accident around the Ikorodu area commuters were trapped at bus terminals, small businesses were disrupted and
residents lamented the grave

boats and motorsports take over the bay
A coroner has recommended gumboots not be worn on small recreational boats after a man drowned 100 metres from shore at Riverton in September 2018. Jamie
Stephen Boniface, 28, drowned in the

21 people missing in lagos boat accident, flood disaster
Courtesy Justine Clark After about 50 minutes, the divemaster yelled that a small boat was travelling toward the group. He advised the divers to inflate their surface
marker buoys in a bid to be seen.

coroner recommends not wearing gumboots on small boats after man drowns
WELLINGTON, New Zealand — Five people died Saturday in New Zealand after the small charter boat they were aboard capsized, authorities say, in what may have
been a collision with a whale.

scuba diver mom and sons stranded in fiji waters after boat abandoned them
Provisional number for 2022 so far is 28,561, despite announcement of controversial Rwanda plan The number of people who have crossed the Channel in small boats
in 2022 has exceeded the total for
number of people crossing channel in small boats exceeds 2021 total
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